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From the cross-linguistic perspective and cognitive linguistic theory, this study has 

analysed the rules of multi-layered modifiers in English, Chinese, and Vietnamese, 

pointing out their common points and differences. Although all three languages 

belong to the SVO (subject-verb-object) type but modifiers in English and Chinese are 

in front of the core words, which shows that English and Chinese belong to the 

language in the left branch, but modifiers in Vietnamese, they are behind the core 

words which shows that Vietnamese belongs to the right branch. All the three 

languages have one thing in common, whether they are on the left or on the right 

branch, in which modifiers have the closest relationship with the core words that will 

stand nearest to them. Other modifiers that have a non-intimate relationship with the 

core words will stand further away from them. Thus, mastering this feature of the 

three types of languages will help in language teaching and learning. 
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1. Introduction 1 

This study stands from a cognitive perspective to study the order rules of multi-layered modifiers of 3 languages. "Multi-layered 

modifier" is a noun that has several components to modify simultaneously, including nouns, adjectives, words of number, etc. 

The focus of this study is to highlight the similarities and differences of the multi-layered modifier order of these three languages. 

 

2.The linguistic view and theoretical basis of cognitive linguistics 

Cognitive linguistics is a new school of linguistics in the 1990s. It widely absorbs other sciences such as cognitive science, 

linguistics, psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, and anthropology. Analytical methods and research results of cognitive 

linguistics have challenged and completely new perspectives to the traditional linguistic theory.   

 

 According to its definition, cognitive linguistics "is a school of linguistics that studies language based on our experience in life 

and our perception of the world and brings these methods, strategies and conceptualization to serve as the basis for conducting 

language research”. Its philosophical basis is the non-objectivist cognitive view, which opposes the western traditional objectivist 

paradigm, which holds that the basis of the existence of the reality category is completely independent of the human mind. The 

human mind only reflects reality passively in the way of reflection. Cognitive linguistics believes that the objectivism cognitive 

model cannot properly describe human mental activities and language. George Lakoff and Johnson (1978), who are 

representative for the school, abandoned the form of idealism and objectivism and put forward empiricism and realism, which 

recognizes the reality of objective existence. It also emphasizes the empiric aspect. Unlike the old empiricism, this new 

empiricism holds that there is neither absolute objective reality nor independent perception and thinking without objective 

reality, but only the opposite cognition and experience in a certain environment (natural environment and social and cultural 

environment). There is no direct connection between objective reality and human language. The conceptual system and various 

concepts are produced by the human brain's cognition of the objective world under the promotion of human experience. 
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Cognitive linguistics is a new school of linguistics in the 1990s. It widely absorbs other sciences such as cognitive science, 

linguistics, psychology, neuroscience, philosophy, and anthropology. Analytical methods and research results of cognitive 

linguistics have put forward challenging and completely new perspectives to the traditional linguistic theory.   

 

 Cognitive linguistics holds a functionalist linguistic view. Its basic propositions are as follows: (1) natural language does not 

directly reflect the objective world but is the product of human cognitive activities. It is also a tool to consolidate and record 

cognitive achievements. Its structure and function should be regarded as the result and reflection of human general cognitive 

activities（ 2) Natural language is the symbolic expression of conceptualized reality. The meaning of language is rooted in the 

cognition of interaction between human and the objective world and in the user's understanding and belief of the world. 

Therefore, semantic knowledge and pragmatic knowledge are inseparable; (3) Semantic structure focuses on language research. 

The semantic structure does not directly correspond to the structure of the objective external world but to the cognitive 

structure; that is, it corresponds to the conceptual structure closely related to human body experience, cognitive strategies and 

cultural conventions formed in the process of interaction with the objective reality; (4) The surface syntactic structure directly 

corresponds to the semantic structure, and different forms of syntax come from and reflect different semantics. To a certain 

extent, syntactic structure is not arbitrary and autonomous but has a natural motivation; its external form is often driven by 

factors other than cognition, function, and pragmatics. In a word, cognitive linguistics studies the organization principles of 

language from the perspective of cognition. Therefore, it has two-way goals: to explain grammatical phenomena with people's 

cognitive psychological characteristics and the complex grammatical phenomenon behind the excavation of their cognitive basis. 

Linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (1857-1913) in his classic work “Course in General linguistics,” argued that “randomity” is one of 

the basic characteristics of the language. The relationship between “signifier” and “signified” is arbitrary. The signs that are 

spoken are a combination of “signifier” and “signified”, so to put it simply, the linguistic sign is arbitrary. He further explained 

that arbitrariness means that there is "no natural connection" between the signifier and the signified, and the combination of the 

two is "irrefutable" or "groundless". However, while recognizing the arbitrariness of language, cognitive linguistics emphasizes 

the non-arbitrariness of language, mainly because the structure of language, especially the grammatical structure, is non-

arbitrariness, justifiable and arguably has a natural connection with the structure of human experience. This is the iconicity of 

language, which is a core theory of cognitive linguistics. 

 

3.Rules of the order of Chinese, English and Vietnamese 

Among the three languages, Chinese, English, and Vietnamese, English belongs to the type of fusion language, and Chinese and 

Vietnamese belong to the type of monolingual language, but all three share the same phenomenon: multi-layered modifiers. 

Floor. Many Chinese and English grammar books, when discussing the order of multi-layered modifiers, all think that this order is 

fixed in which they often go in front of the core words, while in Vietnamese, the position of the modifiers is very flexible, they can 

come before or after the core words. In the following, the article will give some example sentences to compare and contrast the 

multi-layered modifier order of these three languages. 

Ex1:  

English:  a   beautiful purple silk scarf 
                        

The English multi-layered modifier order: determiner-- opinion -- color -- material   Core word 

Chinese: 一  条  漂亮的紫色的真丝围巾 

                            

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order: determiner--  quantifier opinion--color-- material-- Core word 

 

Vietnamese: một chiếc khăn quàng lụa tím xinh đẹp 
                                          

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: determiner--  quantifier -- Core word--material -- color -- opinion 

Ex2: 

English: two  new   sport  bikes 
                                  

The English multi-layered modifier order:  number-- age -- qualifier --  Core word 

Chinese: 两  辆   崭新 的 运动 自行车 

                      

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order: number--  quantifier -- age -- qualifier --  Core word 

 

Vietnamese: hai chiếc xe đạp thể thao mới 
                                  

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: number -- quantifier -- Core word --qualifier -- age   

Ex3: 

English: my  expensive new  big  green bag 
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The English multi-layered modifier order: determiner     opinion -- age--  size -- color --  Core word 

Chinese:    我的  昂贵的新的大 绿 包 

                     

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order: determiner -- opinion-- age-- size -- color --  Core word  

Vietnamese: cái túi xanh lớn mới đắt tiền của tôi 
                                               

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: Core word --  color -- size -- age-- opinion-- determiner 

Ex4: 

English: six beautiful old wooden houses 
                       

The English multi-layered modifier order:  number -- opinion--  age -- material --  Core word 

Chinese:  六 座  漂亮 的 老  木头房子 

                     

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order: number-- quantifier -- opinion --  age-- material -- Core word  

Vietnamese: sáu  ngôi nhà gỗ  cũ kỹ  xinh đẹp  
                                    

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: number-- quantifier -- Core word -- material -- age -- opinion 

Ex5: 

English: Her  moving  love song 
                       

The English multi-layered modifier order:   determiner -- opinion--  qualifier --  Core word 

Chinese :她的动人的爱情歌曲  

                  

-The Chinese multi-layered modifier order:   determiner -- opinion-- qualifier--  Core word 

Vietnamese: bài hát tình yêu  cảm động  của cô ấy  
                                       

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: Core word -- qualifier--  opinion -- determiner   

Ex6: 

English: Anny’s  five old little  plastic rulers 
                     

The English multi-layered modifier order:determiner-- number-- age-- size--  material -- Core word 

Chinese: 安妮的 五 条 旧 的 小 塑料 尺子  

                        

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order:  determiner --  number -- quantifier-- age --size -- material--Core word 

Vietnamese:  năm cây thước nhựa nhỏ cũ của Anny 
                                      

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: number--quantifier--Core word--material--size-- age -- determiner 

Ex7: 

English: all  the  six  pretty  young Australian  women athletes 
                                                 

The English multi-layered modifier order: quantifier--determiner-- number--opinion----nationality--             

qualifier-- Core word 

 

Chinese:所有 这  六  位  漂亮 的年轻的 澳大利亚 女运动员 

                                                

The Chinese multi-layered modifier order: quantifier-- determiner--number--quantifier--opinion--age-- 

nationality-- qualifier-- Core word 

Vietnamese: tất cả  sáu   vị   vận động viên  nữ   người Úc  trẻ trung xinh đẹp  này 

                                                                                   

The Vietnamese multi-layered modifier order: quantifier--number--quantifier--Core word-- qualifier --     nationality -- 

age--  opinion--determiner 

From the above examples, it shows that English and Chinese have a multi-layered modifier order that always precedes the core 

word, while in Vietnamese has a very flexible multi-layered modifier order. They can come before and after the core word. 

The general order of English and Chinese is a possessive word--indicative/article-- number, quantifiers (English has no quantifiers) 

----descriptive adjectives (state)-- -attribute adjectives (new and old, big and small, shape, age, color, etc.)--noun (material, 

function)-- Core word. 
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The order of Vietnamese is: indicative word--number -- quantifier-- Cord word-- noun (material, function)--attributive adjective 

(new, old, big, small, shape, age, color, etc.) --descriptive adjective(state) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table of multi-layered modifiers in the three languages 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

From a cognitive perspective, observe the order of multi-layered modifiers of the three languages. The above order is shown by 

the same principle of cognitive linguistics, even though English and Chinese multi-layered modifiers are similar. English follows 

the left branch, while Vietnamese mostly follows the right branch but still adheres to the principle: the distance between the 

expressed concepts determines the distance between the core word and the modifier. The closer the meaningful relationship is 

between the core word and the modifier; the shorter distance is between them. The formal relation reflects the meaningful 

relationship. 

In addition, there are a few examples because there is a change in the order of modifiers which leads to a change in the meaning 

of the sentence 

Ex 8: 

English:        good chocolate milk     

Chinese:       好吃巧克力牛奶 

Vietnamese: sữa cô sô la ngon 

Ex 9: 

English:   good milk chocolate 

Chinese:       好吃牛奶巧克力 

Vietnamese: sô cô la sữa ngon 

It can be seen that the closet component to the center determines the content (nature) of the core word. The two examples 

above reflect the unity of the modifying order. In addition, some adjectives do not modify the core word at all but modify the 

right adjective. 

Ex 10: 

English:  an extra strong box    

Chinese:一个很结实的盒子  

Vietnamese: một cái hộp rất cứng 

 Ex  11: 

English :   in extreme old age        

Chinese:   很老的年龄 

Vietnamese : độ tuổi rất già 

Ex 12: 

English:   extra fine quality       

Chinese: 特别好的质量 

Vietnamese: chất lượng đặc biệt tốt 
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It can be seen that, in English, Chinese and Vietnamese, if an adverb adds meaning to an adjective, its distance from the core 

word will be farther than the distance of the adjective from the core word. 

In addition to the above case, in reality, there are many different causes. Let us compare the example below: 

Ex 13: 

English:  a best friend of my sister’s        

Chinese: 我姐姐的一个好朋友  

Vietnamese: một người bạn tốt của chị gái tôi 

Compare with 

 Ex14: 

Chinese :我姐姐的好朋友  

English :my  sister’s  good friend = a good friend of my  sister 

Vietnamese:  người bạn tốt của chị gái tôi 

It can be seen that, in Chinese, the possessive word seems to precede quantifiers. In Vietnamese, it comes after quantifiers, but in 

English, if the definite expression indicates the whole, the possessive word can be brought out. Before, can also use the 

possessive form of in the back; but if expressing a whole indefinite concept, for example, "My sister have some close friends", the 

possessive word must be in the back, and the possessive forms "'s" and "of" are used. ". Similar examples include: 

Ex 15: 

Chinese:汤姆的那三本书 (Tom’s books are not only three books.)  

English :the three books of Tom’s  

Vietnamese: ba quyển sách kia của Tom 

Ex16 

Chinese: 我的那条真丝围巾(My silk scarf is not just one.)  

English: that silk scarf of mine 

Vietnamese: chiếc khăn quàng lụa thật của tôi đó  

Ex17: 

Chinese:你姐姐的这个可爱的孩子(Your sister’s child is not the only one.)  

English:this lovely child of your sister’s  

Vietnamese:Đứa con đáng yêu của chị gái bạn đây 

 

5.Conclusion 

The research has analyzed many examples of multi-layered modifiers of English, Chinese and Vietnamese. It identified the 

similarities and differences among them, and found the rules of multi-layered modifier order of the three languages: 

 

1. The order of multi-layered modifiers in English and Chinese: 

Possessive word--indicator/article-- number, quantifier (English has no quantifier), descriptive adjective(state), attribute adjective 

(new, old, big, small, shape, age, color…), noun (material, function) and core word. 

 

2. The order of multi-layered modifiers in Chinese: 

Possessive word--indicator/article-- number, quantifier----descriptive adjective(status)--attribute adjective (new-old, big, small, 

shape, age, color…) --noun (material, function) and core word. 

 

3. The order of multi-layered modifiers in Vietnamese: 

The order of Vietnamese is: indicator--number-- quantifier--core word-- noun (material, function) --attributive adjective (new 

and old, big and small, shape, age, etc.) --descriptive adjective(state) 

From a cognitive perspective, the multi-layered modifier order of English and Chinese is basically similar, while the multi-layered 

modifier order of Vietnamese compared to English and Chinese has differences as well as similarities. Three multi-layered 

modifier rules of the three above languages make us realize and understand the commonality of the languages more deeply. 

Different peoples perceive the same worldview and have similar psychological and emotional reactions. Physiological structures 

seem to be similar using different languages to express similar experiences and basic perceptions. The commonality of language 

has shown the universality and commonality of cognitive objects, cognitive strategies, and human cognitive capacity, which have 

great significance for translation and cross-cultural exchange, especially in foreign language teaching and learning. 

In English, Chinese and Vietnamese teaching, the grammar point of multi-layered modifiers is always an important one, if 

learners do not master the multi-layered modifier grammar rules, mistakes will easily arise. This study hopes to contribute to 

helping teachers and learners improve their understanding of teaching and learning. 
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Future research could expand the scope by studying the multi-layered modifier order of Japanese, Korean, and Thai because 

they are languages heavily influenced by Chinese. Also, future research could study the influencing factors affecting the multi-

layered modifier order of languages. 
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